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The team

1. Matt Flaschen
2. Pau Giner
3. Aaron Halfaker
4. Steven Walling



Our agenda

1. Review Annual Plan target and 2013-14 goals
2. What we've shipped 
3. What we've learned about our users
4. What's next on the roadmap
5. Discussion about team's progress and needs



Annual Plan target 

2,400 additional active editors across all languages



What the impact will be

1,000-2,000 additional active editors will end the decline



2013-14 product goals

1 0 5 10 100 1,000+ 

Acquisition Activation Retention & Reactivation

1.  Get more anonymous 
editors to create accounts

2.  Deliver 
onboarding across 
wikis and devices 

3.  Improve 
Wikipedia article 
creation process

4.  Provide compelling task 
suggestions and workflows

(5.  Fix reverts and audit 
bots)



Key user stories

AdamMax Sarah

"I've edited before, 
why should I sign up?"

"I want to start a new article. 
Where do I begin?"

"I've made my first edit. 
What's my next step?"



What we shipped 

● Sixth and final onboarding A/B test
● API for new editor tasks
● GuidedTour support



A/B test six: landing page vs. redirect



Conclusions

A more complex workflow required more nuanced analysis to 
understand, but the benefits for key users were substantial.



Signups returning to non-editable pages

30% CTR, 17% edit



Signups returning to editable articles

51% CTR, 52% edit



An API for tasks

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<api>
  <help>
    <module>* action=gettingstartedgetpages *
  This API is for getting a list of one or more pages related to a particular 
GettingStarted task.

This module requires read rights
Parameters:
  taskname            - 
                        This parameter is required
  excludedTitle       - 
  count               - 
                        This parameter is required
Example:
  api.php?action=gettingstartedgetpages&taskname=copyedit&excludedTitle=Earth&count=1
</module>
  </help>
</api>



GuidedTour support



What we learned about users

1. Onboarding
2. Anonymous editors 
3. Wikipedia article creation
4. Predicting new editor retention



Onboarding is ready to productize

The key questions we've answered:

● What kind of users should we target?
● How do we get them activated?



Desktop & mobile converging



The average anonymous editor

Research:Anonymous editor acquisition/Volume and impact:

1. Makes 2 article edits in a 15 minute session (vs. 30 mins for registered)

2. 80% of edits retained (vs. 90%+ for registered)

https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Research:Anonymous_editor_acquisition/Volume_and_impact
https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Research:Anonymous_editor_acquisition/Volume_and_impact


Types of anonymous editors

First-timers "kicking the tires"

Repeat anonymous contributors

Incognito Wikipedians



Anonymous editing as "pre-onboarding"

Research:Anonymous editor acquisition/Volume and impact:

● 7% of newly-registered users edit anonymously within an hour prior
● Users with an anonymous edit session are 6% more likely to be 

productive[a] in their first edit session (after registration).

a. One or more article edits un-reverted within 48hrs

 

https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Research:Anonymous_editor_acquisition/Volume_and_impact#Pre-registration_anonymous_activity
https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Research:Anonymous_editor_acquisition/Volume_and_impact#Pre-registration_anonymous_activity


The (most basic) user lifecycle

Registration,
i.e. 0 edits

Mix of readers & 
anonymous editors

All stages of registered 
Wikipedia editors



The pre-registration user lifecycle 

Registration

       Anonymous editors

      Readers      Potential editors

minimum 7% [1]

minimum 10% [2]

1. Research:Anonymous editor acquisition
2. Research:Account creation campaigns/Anonymous editors



Conclusions

1. Anonymous editors are a highly valuable group of users to acquire.
2. There are signals we can use to find intrinsically motivated users.



Wikipedia article creation 

1. We have a lot to learn here. (see Research:Wikipedia article creation)

2. Some alignment with the community, e.g. Draft namespace 
3. Broad problem space with lots of drama and urgency around it.

https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Research:Wikipedia_article_creation


Time invested is a predictor of retention

Research:Newcomer survival models:

● For each additional minute spent editing, the likelihood a user will 
cease editing drops by 1%

● After three editing sessions, only 29.3% of newcomers will drop off 

https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Research:Newcomer_survival_models
https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Research:Newcomer_survival_models


What's next 

1. Launch onboarding across languages
2. Start anonymous editor acquisition A/B tests
3. Prep Wikipedia article creation improvements, shepherd Draft 

namespace



Things to discuss

1. How's our progress?
2. What does the team need to meet our goals?



What do we need?

1. Get some irons out of the fire (i.e. one project at a time)
2. Unclog the hiring pipeline
3. Adapt our practices to being a mostly remote team
4. Consider working with Mobile more closely


